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Abstract
The paper describes ongoing research in computer vision based gestural interfaces.
The aim of the research is to develop a novel, multi-user gesture recognition system that
addresses key factors of human computer interaction; the latter is not fully addressed in
computer vision research. The focus of current work has been on efficient and accurate
skin colour detection.
Skin colour based segmentation for computer vision applications involving human
users has received considerable attention over the years. One of the popular techniques is
physics based skin colour locus in chromaticity space. The skin distribution in
chromaticity space has shown robustness to changing illumination conditions. The paper
proposes a technique based on skin samples for identifying skin locus, this does not
require knowledge of camera parameters and correlated colour temperature of the
illuminant. The paper also evaluates the potential for using skin locus based segmentation
for an indoor gesture recognition system; previous studies have mainly focussed on face
detection and face tracking.

1 Introduction
The increasingly diverse range of computerized systems has motivated researchers to
develop novel ways of interaction. One of the active areas of research is computer vision
based interfaces. The research is motivated by various advantages of computer vision
based interfaces. These advanced interfaces offer a very natural and non-cumbersome
interaction. Computer vision research in some application areas is well established such as
teaching aids e.g. the concept of smart classroom [7] and multimedia presentations [3]. We
are interested in employing vision based interfaces for much more advanced, real life
applications with high cognitive workload e.g. a traffic monitoring control room. However,
a new direction in computer vision based HCI research needs to be identified. Researchers
in this area have focussed primarily on the accuracy of computer vision techniques and
overlooked the need for addressing human factors when developing novel interaction
techniques. Some studies in the last few years [6, 16] have pointed out this lack of focus
and employed usability evaluation. However, if vision based interaction is to replace
traditional methods for advanced, critical applications a more elaborate framework is
required. This is the focus of our work in progress; developing a novel gesture recognition
system where elaborate usability studies are part of the development process.
© 2010. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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This willl address keyy human com
mputer interacction issues aas part of thee developmen
nt
process. The
T focus of ccurrent work has
h been on sk
kin colour dettection and using skin colou
ur
for backg
ground subtracction. Before we discuss th
he current worrk it would bee useful to giv
ve
a brief ov
verview of thee proposed sysstem. Also, seection 1.2 givees a brief back
kground of skiin
colour baased detection.

1.1 Overrview of Ressearch
d
in figgure1 gives ann overview off our gesture rrecognition sy
ystem. We hav
ve
A block diagram
termed it the Gesture R
Recognition Module.
M
Efficient skin detecction is to be combined witth
ow in a particle filtering fraamework for a novel trackinng mechanism
m based on skiin
optical flo
similarity
y measure andd optical flow
w magnitude. The tracking mechanism will
w be able to
t
track mu
ultiple candiddate (skin) regions and select the prrobable regio
on for gesturre
classificaation. The sysstem will suppport classificaations of both static and dyn
namic gesturess.
Traditionally, evalluation of a gesture
g
recog
gnition system
m similar to the
t one show
wn
below is focussed on tthe accuracy and
a error rate of the propo sed techniquee. The usabilitty
factors arre mostly not taken into connsideration. We
W plan to adddress this issu
ue by focussin
ng
on two aspects of hum
man computerr interaction: a) at all key ddevelopment stages we wiill
have usaability evaluuation using standard an
nd establishedd methods e.g. cognitiv
ve
walkthrou
ugh and Fitt’ss law, and b) measuring th
he cognitive w
workload exp
perienced whille
using a vision
v
based innterface. This will help in creating
c
a balaanced evaluattion frameworrk
for vision
n based interfaaces.

Figure 1: Gesture Recognition Moduule

1.2 Skin
n Colour Bassed Detectioon
nging computeer vision applications invo
olve human uusers either directly (human
nWide ran
computerr interaction, hhuman-robot interaction) or
o indirectly (ssurveillance). Skin colour is
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often used for detection and segmentation. Various techniques have been developed based
on skin colour that aim to address colour constancy; a key problem in computer vision.
Colour constancy is the apparent constant colour of an object under varying illumination
conditions. Colour constancy has received considerable attention not only from computer
vision researchers [1, 21] but researchers have also tried to understand colour constancy
from physics [8] and optics points of view.
Skin colour based segmentation techniques can be broadly classified into four
categories: a). Adaptive techniques [11] adapt to changing illumination conditions by
adjusting a predefined threshold, b). Statistical colour models [13]: two popular approaches
in this category are histogram colour models and Gaussian mixture models, c). Colour
Correction Model: colour correction is performed in a colour space that explicitly separates
luminance and chrominance. The aim is to reduce the dependency on the luminance
component [19] and d). Skin Colour Locus Technique: this technique is based on the
distribution of skin colour in chromaticity space. Once the skin distribution is determined,
thresholds are set which classify an incoming pixel as skin or non-skin.
1.2.1 Chromaticity Space
The camera response to reflected light reduces the continuous light spectrum to a three
dimensional space i.e. RGB. The RGB defines the colour space. Pascale [4] gives an
excellent review of colour spaces. A colour signal comprises of luminance (intensity or
value) and chrominance (colour information). It is often desirable to represent the colour
information independent of intensity in a 2-dimensionsal space called a chromaticity
space. Chromaticity space is advantageous not only in terms of dimensionality [21] but is
more robust to illumination changes. Any colour space can be converted to a chromaticity
space, and there are many options, for this study we use normalized red, green or [r, g]
chromaticity space. The Red, Green and Blue channels are normalized as follows to
remove the luminance component:
r=

ோ
ோାீା

g=

ீ
ோାீା

(1)

Choice of normalized [r, g] space can be justified by its accuracy in face detection [10];
it is second only to TSL (Tint, Saturation, Luminance). However, in terms of
computational efficiency it has the highest throughput of any chromaticity space followed
by normalized HS (hue-saturation) which achieves 66% throughput of the former [22].
1.2.2 Skin Colour Locus Technique
Skin locus depends upon of various factors; temperature of the light source, camera
characteristics and skin reflectance. Previous studies have used representative conditions
for determining the skin colour locus; however these studies have mainly concentrated on
the physics of the skin distribution[15], and response of different cameras to similar
conditions [2]. Soriano et. al. [14] is one of the very few studies that comprehensively
evaluate skin locus based segmentation for tracking (faces only). They determined skin
locus by taking pictures under four illumination conditions with known illuminant
temperatures and camera calibrated for each condition.
This work describes a simple and effective method for determining the skin locus
without the need for elaborate knowledge of camera parameters and CCT of light sources.
The technique involves determining skin colour locus by skin samples. This work differs
from previous related studies [14, 15] as skin locus is determined under everyday indoor
illumination conditions. The motivation is an important characteristic of skin colour; its
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distributio
on occupies oonly a certainn part of the chromaticity
c
sspace. The sim
mple techniqu
ue
described
d in this papeer eradicates the
t need for specialized
s
seettings (dark room imaging
g,
reflectorss etc.) and teddious camera calibrations.
c
We
W have idenntified thresho
olds that can be
b
reliably used
u
for an inndoor computter vision app
plication and can be easily
y fine-tuned to
t
adjust to any changes. The results of
o evaluation using sign lannguage and faace recognitio
on
datasets show
s
that thee proposed teechnique can be used for sskin detection
n for hand an
nd
facial gessture recognittion. This papper also reporrts detailed skkin detection results, for th
he
skin locu
us technique on web imaages for the first
f
time. Thhe major draawback of this
approach is that any background obbjects with colour similar too skin will bee recognized as
a
skin. We have shown that by combbining opticall flow with skkin colour infformation falsse
positives can be considderably reduceed leading to accurate
a
backgground subtraaction.

2. Deteermining the Skin Colour Locus
L
This secttion outlines the details of
o our setup for acquiringg images and
d describes th
he
methodollogy for determ
mining the skiin locus.

2.1 Gesttures & Imaage Acquisitiion
Three participants took part in the study, one each of Caucaasian, East Assian and Soutth
Asian orrigin. Images of each parrticipant weree taken makiing three types of gesturees
(pointing, thumbs-up and stoppingg). Two otheer images weere taken showing face an
nd
mations i.e. froont and back of hands, andd palm of han
nd with back of
o
hands in different form
fist. In to
otal 125 imagees were acquirred and aroun
nd 600 skin saamples were manually
m
takeen
from thesse images. The images are of
o size 640x480 pixels. Thiis resolution is
i a good tradeeoff betweeen computattional efficienncy and accu
urate skin deetection. Imag
ges with smaall
dimension
ns lead to pooor skin detecttion (see 3.1). The size cann be reduced for
f application
ns
involving
g stationary ussers as we wiill see in secttion 4. The im
mages were accquired at fou
ur
different indoor locatioons over a perriod of five days.
d
Two locaations had flu
uorescent whille
two locattions had inccandescent ligghting. For one
o location w
with each illu
umination typ
pe
there was also contribbution from natural
n
light. Two camerras were used
d in the study
y;
4
Some of the gesturees are shown in
n figure 2.
Samsung NV3 and the Canon EOS 400D.

Figure 2: Examples
E
of Various
V
Gestur
ures

2.2 Skin
n Colour Disstribution in
n Normalized
d [r, g] Spacce
mples were takken from the acquired imaages and the sskin colour distribution waas
Skin sam
determineed. Samples w
were taken frrom the hands and face (fo
forehead, middle part of th
he
face, chin
n area and for some imagees from the cheek area as well). Skin distribution
d
caan
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vary du
ue to individuual characterisstics of the body parts so it is important to consider th
hese
distribu
utions.

n Samples
Figure 3: Skin
m the extracteed skin samplles. Two typees of experimeents
Scatter plots were ggenerated from
onducted; to compare the skin colour distributions
d
aacross skin typ
pes and comp
pare
were co
the resp
ponse of diffeerent cameras (un-calibrated
d) under simil ar conditions.. Each image was
w
taken under
u
more thhan one whitte-balance setttings. The fi
first experimen
nt was aimed
d at
comparring the skin colour distribbution for variious ethnicitiees. An examp
ple scatter plot of
the foreehead region iis shown in fiigure 4.These images were taken with th
he Samsung NV3
N
digital camera under fluorescent light with th
he auto-white balance featu
ure enabled. The
T
cameraa and illuminaation details arre for informaation only. As mentioned ab
bove, camera and
illumin
nant details doo not determinne the choice of thresholdss. Figure 4 sho
ows a significcant
overlap
p of skin colouur distributionn between ethn
nicities. Diam
monds indicatee the mean μ(rr, g)
values and the dottted lines inndicate one standard
s
deviiation σ, forr red and grreen
chromaaticity values. Despite slighht difference in mean valuees there is a siignificant overrlap
of [r, g]
g values for different ethnnicities. This trend was allso observed for skin samp
ples
taken from
f
participaants’ hands and
a other partts of the facee for all cond
ditions. For each
e
image only three to five samples are needed for
f determininng skin colou
ur distribution for
that image.
The
T second expperiment invoolved comparin
ng images froom different caameras. This was
w
importaant as we werre interested in
i specifying credible thresshold values that require liittle
adjustm
ment. The resuults of the exxperiment sho
owed significaant overlap beetween values in
chromaaticity space m
making it posssible to speciffy thresholds. Even pictures that were taaken
at diffeerent locationss under more or
o less similarr conditions shhowed significcant overlap.
More
M
than 2000 scatter plotts were generated to com
mpare skin disstributions un
nder
differen
nt conditions and differentt camera settings. It is worrth mentionin
ng that proced
dure
was ado
opted to enable us in speciffying general thresholds forr indoor appliications requirring
minimaal adjustmentss. Otherwise, for
f a specific application seetting only a handful
h
of imaages
and sam
mples are suffficient for idenntifying the sk
kin locus for thhose particulaar conditions.

2.3 Specifying thee Thresholdss
Chromaaticity valuess do vary witth change in illumination and camera settings but our
experim
ments showedd it is possibble to definee threshold vvalues for an
n indoor gestture
recogniition system. S
Some gesture recognition systems
s
may rrequire zoomiing-in on the user
u
or zoom
ming-out; we have found thhat changing camera
c
param
meters such as focal length only
o
slightly
y effect the ddistribution and
a
new valu
ues still fall iin the desireed range. Tak
king
advantaage of signifiicant overlap, thresholds fo
or red and grreen chromatiicity values were
w
defined
d; the desired range for redd lies between
n 0.40 and 0..65 inclusive, while green lies
between 0.25 and 0.35 inclusive. Referring to the
t skin-locuss identified by
y some important
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studies [15, 16] the uupper red thrreshold, and green
g
chromaaticity ranges identified arre
he same as thoose identified in this study.. Therefore, dduring evaluattion in additio
on
almost th
to skin detection resullts, we were also
a
interested
d in investigatting whether by varying th
he
lower red
d threshold only; we can adjjust to varying
g conditions.

Statistics:

S. Asian: μ
μ=(0.4540, 0.33392) σ =(0
0.0133, 0.00900)
Caucasiann: μ=(0.4246, 0.3307)
0
σ=(0
0.0135, 0.00455)
E. Asian: μ
μ=(0.4291, 0.3359) σ =(0
0.0150, 0.00555)

Figure 4: Scatter plot for the foreheead region for three differennt skin types, with
w mean and
d
standardd deviation off [r, g] values.

3. Eva
aluation
The accurracy of skin ddetection was evaluated usin
ng two establiished sign language datasets.
Sign lang
guage datasetts provide goood benchmarrking data ass they contain
n a variety of
o
gestures and lighting conditions. Two
T
face dattasets and tw
wo datasets containing
c
weeb
images were
w
also useed in evaluatiion. No inforrmation regarrding camera parameters or
o
illuminatiion conditionss is available for
f these datassets.
The datasets usedd in the evaluaation are: a). University
U
of A
Athens Dataset. This dataseet
[9] contains images off 4 persons peerforming gesttures of Amerrican Sign Laanguage (ASL),
b) DCU Gesture Imagge Dataset preepared by Co
oogan and Suttherland [20] contains 112
20
images off a person for two lighting conditions
c
(56
60 for each). T
Twenty occurrrences for eacch
of the 28 hand shapes were acquiredd from the user during fourr sessions oveer a period of 2
days, c) GTAV
G
Face D
Database is a relatively
r
new but very com
mprehensive daatabase [5] thaat
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contains almost 1200 images of 44 subjects, around 27 images per person, d) UCD Face
Database is a small database that contains 94 images that have been collected from various
sources (available at http://ee.ucd.ie/validdb/datasets.html), e) CRL database [13] is a very
comprehensive database of 4500 web images containing skin and the corresponding skin
masks and f) IBTD dataset [18] containing 555 web images.
The skin detection results for sign language and face datasets are shown in Table 1.
The segmentation was performed using the thresholds suggested in the previous section i.e.
red[0.40, 0.65] and green[0.25, 0.35].
Dataset
University of Athens
DCU Gesture Image
GTAV Face Database
UCD Face Database

Correct Detection Rate
75%
96%
88%
77%

False Positive Rate
9%
5%
11%
1%

Table 1: Skin Detection Results
For University of Athens dataset the detection rate was over 80% for three subjects.
However, for one subject many pixels were misclassified as non-skin (false negatives) with
correct detection rate around 65%. Skin samples for the said subject were taken manually
and the lower red threshold was adjusted to 0.38 raising the correct detection rate to around
85%. Good segmentation for web images in the UCD database is quite interesting
considering the wide variety in sources and types of these images. To verify these results
the proposed technique was evaluated on two datasets containing web images.
False positives for this technique depend upon the nature of background and other
objects such as clothes, hair etc. Similar colour objects are likely to be detected as skin. In
section 5 we discuss removing false positives by combining skin colour and optical flow
information.
Dataset
CRL
IBTD

Correct Detection Rate
72%
89%

False Positive Rate
16%
21%

Table 2: Skin Detection Results for Web Images

3.1 Skin Detection in Web Images
The correct detection rate for our thresholds is low for the CRL dataset. It was noted that
skin segmentation results were generally quite poor for images with smaller dimensions
e.g. less than 100x80 pixels. However, by adjusting lower red threshold to 0.35 we
increased the range of possible red chromaticity values. We achieved an improved correct
detection rate of 89.5%. For the IBTD dataset, skin detection results with original
thresholds were very encouraging: correct detection rate is 89% while the false positive
rate is 21%. It is worth mentioning that very few images of IBTD dataset are of small
dimensions. Correct detection rates for web images make skin-locus based segmentation
worth investigating for applications such as objectionable image filtering [18]. The
aforementioned databases can be useful for training a classifier for this purpose. Previous
studies [2, 14] do not recommend using skin locus segmentation for web images due to the
numerous sources from which these image are acquired but our results show that if image
size is not too small good segmentation results can be achieved. As shown above, by
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adjusting thresholds w
we managed to improve results
r
for C
CRL dataset which
w
includees
images off small dimennsion.

3.2 Com
mparison of R
Results
Skin deteection results ffor the datasetts listed in tab
ble 1 cannot b e compared directly
d
as thesse
datasets are
a primarily uused for face detection and
d sign languagge recognition
n. Studies usin
ng
these dataasets report faace detection or gesture reccognition resuults only, with
h skin detectio
on
as an inttermediary sttep. We feell the need fo
or a standarddized skin deetection dataseet
(prepared
d from gesturee recognition point of view
w) similar to the KTH actiion recognitio
on
dataset, almost
a
all studies in actionn recognition report resultss on the datasset. Results on
o
web imag
ges can be coompared as many
m
studies have
h
used CRL
L dataset. Th
his survey [23
3]
reports high
h
detectionn rates on CR
RL dataset i.e. more than 993%. Our ressults for IBTD
D
dataset arre comparablee with 90.04%
% detection rattes reported byy [12]. Despitte these results,
compared
d to the otheer techniques, computation
nal efficiencyy of skin loccus based skiin
detection makes it woorth investigatting for web based applicaations. These results can be
b
improved
d by combininng skin colour with other infformation e.g.. text as suggeested by [13].
Previous studies have not discusseed any skin detection
d
resullts on web im
mages for skiin
hnique.
locus tech

4. Adjusting Th
hresholds
c
is always desiraable for skin segmentation
n.
The abiliity to adapt tto changing conditions
Automatiic adjustment of thresholds can be easily accomplishedd while the sy
ystem is onlinee.
Threshold
ds can be addjusted by foollowing a simple two steep procedure. We consideer
sequences from the German Fingger Spelling Database [177]. This dataabase contain
ns
r
on tw
wo different days
d
under non
nsequences from two caameras at diffeerent angles, recorded
uniform natural light only. Settinggs differ from
m our traininng conditions especially fo
or
sequences recorded unnder bright natural
n
light. In
I our experiiments sunlig
ght did not faall
directly on
o the particippant. This channge can be adj
djusted to veryy easily. As in
n other datasets,
no inform
mation is availlable regardinng camera parrameters. The first step is image
i
or fram
me
differenciing between tthe backgrounnd image and the image w
with skin followed by simplle
threshold
ding. The outpput of this staage is a skin segmented imaage, an examp
ple is shown in
i
figure 5.

Frame 1

Frame 5

Seegmented Imaage

Figure 5: Skin segmentation step
maticity valuees
The second step ssimply compuutes the normalized red andd green chrom
on is not perfe
fect it would be
b good enoug
gh
for the seegmented region. Even if thhe segmentatio
for computing the meaan chromaticitty values baseed on which tthe thresholdss can be varieed
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to adjust to new connditions. This process is effficient and cann be included
d as a feature in a
s
of thhe skin colou
ur distribution for
gesturee recognition ssystem. In exxploiting the similarity
variouss skin types only five viideos (for brright daylightt conditions) sequences were
w
selected
d. Skin distribbutions for otther condition
ns fell within oour original thresholds.
t
Baased
on the mean values of segmentedd regions, the lower red thr
hreshold only was adjusted i.e.
lowered
d to 0.385. IIt is worth mentioning
m
thaat this methood can be used to update all
thresho
olds adaptivelly (e.g. as in [19]) insttead of usinng fixed threesholds, but our
experim
ments have shhown that just varying loweer red thresho ld will sufficee. Comparison
n of
segmen
ntation resultss can be seen in
i figure 6. Siize of the acqquired image can
c be reduced
d to
320x24
40 pixels for a desktop settinng similar to this
t dataset.

(aa)

(b)

(cc)

Figure 6: (a) Input Im
mage (b) Segm
mentation usin
ng original thrresholds, red [0.40
[
0.65] green
[0.2
25 0.35]. (c) S
Segmentation using
u
updated
d thresholds, r [0.385 0.65] g [0.25 0.35].

5. Reemoving F
False Posiitives
All skiin detection ttechniques suuffer from thee problem off detecting faalse positives. In
addition
n to backgrouund objects, hair
h and cloth
hes can also ccontribute to false
f
positivess. A
trade-off between false positives and
a true positives is cruciall and is appliccation dependent.
As our tracking mecchanism will trrack skin regiions, accurate skin detection is vital. Durring
our exp
periments wee noted that in an indoor setting someetimes large clusters of false
fa
positivees are detected. These regioons lead to erroneous backg
kground subtraaction and can
nnot
be reliably used foor tracking annd classificattion. To rem
move false po
ositives we have
h
combin
ned skin colouur information with opticaal flow magniitude. Backgrround subtracttion
based on
o skin colourr and optical flow
f
has show
wn improved bbackground su
ubtraction resu
ults.
Althoug
gh the false ppositives are not
n removed completely,
c
thhe size of thesse regions is now
n
reduced
d greatly and they can be easily ignored as they aree smaller than
n hands and faace.
Therefo
ore, we have true skin regiions as candid
dates for our ttracker. Detaiiled experimen
ntal
results will be reportted elsewhere..

6. Co
onclusion
ve described ccurrent/compleeted work in our
o research inn vision based
d HCI. The paaper
We hav
describ
bes a simple yet effectivve technique for definingg skin locus thresholds. The
T
thresho
olds defined caan be reliablyy used for an indoor
i
gesturee recognition system. We used
u
only th
hree skin typees for traininng as consisteency of skin colour distrib
bution across all
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ethnicities is well established and was observed during evaluation. This shows the
advantage of using skin colour information in applications involving human users. Despite
our small training sample high detection rates were reported on datasets containing wider
variety of skin types. We have shown that only one out of four thresholds mentioned in the
paper needs to vary for the skin segmentation system to adapt. Combination of skin colour
and optical flow has shown encouraging results for removing false positives. The authors
plan to acquire more images to prepare a specialized dataset for evaluating skin detection
techniques.
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